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Evolve your creature to survive Yggdrasil! You are a newborn blob at the base of the great tree. You must climb to prove your worth, under
the eyes of the goddesses. Collect parts of other animals, combining them in your own body to become the optimal creature! Miscreation is

a game about customizing a creature. Start as a small, defenseless blob. Grow legs, arms, a tail, a new head, wings and some big, nasty
teeth - become your enemy's nightmare or a cute, cuddly creature. Thousands of possible combinations! Miscreation: Evolve Your Creature!

is a Wonderful Adventure, Indie based game released on PC. The game is available to play on PC (Microsoft Windows). This game is
developed by Chronicle Games. Chronicle Games are the official Publishers of the game. It was released on Nov 12, 2019 and last updated

on Mar 28, 2019. It is Rated E10+ which means kids below 10 are not allowed to play the game. This game is rated by 16746 users and
followed by more then 8153 players around the world. You can Download Miscreation: Evolve Your Creature! Trainer and avail a total of 20
cheats in the game. In Miscreation: Evolve Your Creature! you'll need to collect the right parts to upgrade your abilities and the creatures

abilities. You can also use the skills and upgrades of your friends to help you fight against stronger enemies. The crazy creatures of
Miscreation: Evolve Your Creature! have many different combinations. They also come in many different colors to make each one look

unique. So, the game has an amazing variety of creatures. Creatures can be individually leveled up and can buy skills to perform new skills
and moves.
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As for the gameplay, it is
extremely simple. Most of the
time, you will simply have to

swipe left or right to move the
monster ball and collect as many
elements as you can. After that,
you will need to step forward to
fight the next boss. The action
will be immediately followed by
the boss' attack, where you will

have to defend yourself by
clicking on the cursor. This will
be enough to pass to the next

level. Your goal in Miscreation is
simple - evolve your creature as
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much as possible, and become
the best of the best! Your

character is a blob-like creature
that can grow by collecting other

creatures to form a new form.
There are 10 different stages of

growth. By the end of each
stage, youll be able to evolve

your new form. You can also use
the evo-elements (e.g. ears,

tails, wings and claws) as you
unlock them. Each evolution

comes with a different set of evo-
elements. Evolve as much as

possible to get the highest score
and become the most powerful.
Evolution is a fun arcade game -

customized creatures by
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collecting other creatures. Play
this fun game and let your

creativity flow. The best part
about evolution is that it works

every time - it doesnt depend on
luck. With each playthrough, the
board changes, so you may end

up with a completely new
creature! Evolve your creature to

survive Yggdrasil! You are a
newborn blob at the base of the

great tree. You must climb to
prove your worth, under the

eyes of the goddesses. Collect
parts of other animals,

combining them in your own
body to become the optimal

creature! Miscreation is a game
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about customizing a creature.
Start as a small, defenseless

blob. Grow legs, arms, a tail, a
new head, wings and some big,

nasty teeth - become your
enemys nightmare or a cute,

cuddly creature. Thousands of
possible combinations!

Gameplay takes place in a side-
scrolling platformer world.

Optimize your 8 body parts for
characteristics like speed,
defense or air time to get

through each new environment.
The only way to keep up with the
competition is to evolve! At the

end of each stage of your
journey, youll be challenged by
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the guardian boss, which must
be overcome to move on.

Defeating your enemies has
benefits: regular enemies or

bosses may drop parts for your
evolves. Other evolve parts are
found hidden around the world.

Miscreations unique evolve
mechanic is based on classic
games like the E.V.O.: The

Search for Eden (1992).
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